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CORIX MULTI-UTILITY SERVICES INC. 
RESPONSE TO BCOAPO INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 2  

 
Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc.  

Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) for Additional Capital and 
Amended Rates for UniverCity Neighbourhood Utility Service (NUS) on Burnaby Mountain 

 
12.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 12,  

Exhibit B-1, page 19, Table 8 
Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.5.8 preamble 
Exhibit B-7 and Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.2.1.1 
Exhibit B-8, Compliance Filing 
Exhibit B-10, Updated Capital Plan, Table 8 

     
 The first referenced page of Exhibit B-1 states that the original proposal was to replace  

the existing 2.3 MW TEC with a new 8 MW TEC; Table 8 of the same document  
indicated that the associated capital cost incurred for the 8 MW facility was $1.1M in 2016 
(TCEP). 
 
Exhibit B-7 and BCUC IR 1.2.1.1 indicate that the cost of a new 2.3 MW facility would be 
approximately $400K. 

 
The preamble to BCUC IR 1.5.8 indicates that the proposal was to replace the existing 2.3 MW 
facility with the 8 MW proposed TEC in 2016.   
 
In Exhibit B-8, Corix states that it is now proposing to leave the existing 2.3 MW TEC in service 
and augmenting the unit with a new 6 MW TEC. 
 
Table 8 of Exhibit B-10 indicates that the capital cost for the 6 MW facility in 2016 is $1.2M 
(TCEP) or $100K more than the original 8 MW 2016 TCEP. 
 
  
12.1 Given that the new proposal is to install a 6 MW facility rather than the originally 

proposed 8 MW facility, please explain why the updated 2016 TCEP is $1.2M for 6 MW 
as opposed to the original 2016 TCEP of $1.1M for 8 MW.   

 
Response:  
The original total cost for the 8 MW TCEP was $1.3MM with $1.1MM being spent in 2016 and 
the remaining $200k being spent in 2019. Please see response to 14.3 for a detailed list of 
costs. 

 
12.2 The respective estimates for the 2.3 MW facility (or a new one) at $400K and the 

proposed 6 MW 2016 TCEP of $1.2M, seems to indicate that there is a dis-economy of 
scale in these facilities, i.e., the $/MW are higher for the 6 MW facility ($1.2M/6 MW = 
$200K/MW) than for the 2.3 MW facility ($400K/2.3 MW = $174/MW).  Please explain 
and/or comment.   

 
Response:  
The $400k for the 2.3MW facility only represents the cost for installing one additional TECP. 
Adding more than one additional 2.3MW facility would result in dis-economies of scale as 
additional infrastructure would be required to accommodate and to integrate the additional 
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TECP units. For example, one additional unit would require a total of a 200 amp electrical 
service while four TECP units would require 400 amps of electrical service. Multiple units would 
also require additional above ground piping infrastructure and additional pumping equipment to 
ensure the units worked together correctly.    
 
 
12.3 Would it be feasible and economical to add three new 2.3 MW facilities (at $400K each) 

over a period of time (i.e., as demand builds) rather than add one new 6 MW unit in 
2016? 

 
Response:  
As discussed in the response to 12.2, while it would be technically feasible, it would not be 
economical. In addition to the requirements for additional equipment to integrate multiple small 
units, there would be costs for additional land leases and added operational expenses 
associated with operating and maintaining 12 boilers. 
 
  

13.0 Reference: Exhibit B-8, Table on page 4  
   Exhibit B-8, Attachment 1 

Exhibit B-1, Table 8 and Exhibit B-10, Table 8 
 

13.1 The referenced table in Exhibit B-8 shows changes to the forecast model in capital costs 
due to the removal of the 8 MW TEC (reduction of $1.378M) and addition of the 6 MW 
TEC (increase of $1.272M).  Please show how the figures $1.378M and $1.272M are 
reconciled with the capital costs given in Table 8 of Exhibit B-1 and Exhibit B-10 
respectively (and with the $1.2M shown on Attachment 1 of B-8).   

 
Response:  
The capital cost figures of $1.378MM and $1.272MM are the capital forecasts inclusive of the 
6% project management allocation that Corix forecasts for all capital expenditures. The capital 
cost figures shown in Tables 8 of Exhibit B-1 and Exhibit B-10 respectively do not include 
project management costs. Project management costs are shown as a separate line item in 
these tables in the row labelled Development/Legal/PM. 
 

 
14.0 Reference: Exhibit B-8, Attachment 1  

 
 The referenced attachment provides a Class C level estimate of $1.2M for  
implementation of the 6 MW facility and upgrades to the existing 2.3 MW unit.  The estimate 
includes $150K for Hydro upgrades.  

    
14.1 Can Corix confirm that the hydro upgrades would have been required for the originally 

proposed 8 MW unit? 
 
Response:  
Confirmed. 
 
 
14.2 The estimate provided includes both the 2.3 MW upgrades and the new 6 MW unit.  Can 

Corix provide a breakdown of this estimate between costs associated with the 6 MW unit 
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and the 2.3 MW unit? 
 
Response:  
The only major cost associated with the 2.3MW TEC is an upgrade to the controls system which 
is estimated at $30,000. Costs associated with BC Hydro and Fortis BC upgrades are expected 
to be minimal as the existing 2.3MW TEC is already receiving service from these utility 
providers. All other costs are associated with the additional 6MW TEC. 
 
14.3 For comparative purposes, can Corix provide a Class C level estimate for the original 8 

MW proposal in the same format as is provided in Attachment 1?  
 
Response:  
See table below. Also see the response to Commission IR 19.2 (Exhibit B-11) for a description 
of the cost differences between the 8MW TEC and the 6MW TEC. 
 

 
 

 
15.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, Exhibit B-2, Exhibit B-4, Exhibit B-5, and Exhibit B-8,  

   Levelized Rate Methodology 
 
 The record includes many references and the results of calculations of levelized rates under 

different scenarios. 
 

15.1 If possible, please provide a concise verbal description as to how Corix makes levelized 
rate calculations.   

 
Response:  
We use two calculations for levelized rates as follows: 
 

1. The calculation of rates to be charged over the term of the levelized rate plan:  The rate per 
MWh for Year 1 is calculated using the Goal Seek function within Excel.  This function solves for 
the input value that achieves a desired output value (sometimes referred to as what-if analysis 
or back-solving).  For UniverCity, the software answers the question:  For a given constant 
annual rate escalation percentage and a given set of forecasted annual volumes over a given 
set of years, what is the Year 1 rate per MWh that is needed in order to recover the total 
forecasted cost of service over the given time period?  The Year 1 rate is then escalated 
annually at the prescribed percentage until the end of the levelized rate plan. 
 

2. The 15 year / 20 year levelized rate:  This is a constant rate per MWh that, if charged over the 
entire forecast period, would also recover the total forecasted cost of service over the given time 
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period.  It is a proxy for the average cost to consumers over time and is useful in comparing 
different scenarios.  The calculation in the Excel model is net present value of revenues divided 
by net present value of energy volumes.  The net present values are both calculated using the 
weighted average cost of capital that is prescribed for rate setting purposes.  An alternative 
calculation is to use the Goal Seek function described above with the annual escalation set to 
0%. 




